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Abstract—Smartwatches offer new capabilities to develop so-
phisticated applications that make daily life easier and more
convenient for consumers, and are becoming increasingly ubiq-
uitous. The kind of services these devices are capable to provide
include applications for mobile payment, ticketing, identification,
access control, etc. While this makes modern smartwatches very
powerful devices, it also makes them very attractive targets for
attackers. PINs and Pattern Lock have been widely used in
smartwatches for user authentication, however, those types of
passwords are not robust against various forms of attacks, such
as side channel, phishing, smudge, shoulder surfing and video
recording attacks. In this work, we propose 2GesturePIN, a new
authentication method that allows users to authenticate securely
to their smartwatches and sensitive services through solely two
gestures. It leverages the rotating bezel or the crown which
are the most intuitive channels to interact with a smartwatch.
2GesturePIN enhances the resilience of the regular PIN to
common attacks while maintaining a high level of usability.

Index Terms—Smartwatch, Authentication, PIN, Bezel, Crown.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the market for smartwatches has been

steadily growing. From being merely an extension of a smart-

phone, these devices became more independent, and a lot of

sensitive information is now stored on them. Besides health

and fitness tracking, smartwatches can be used for making

payments, identification, ticketing, and controlling access to

physical spaces. As such, the protection of smartwatches

sensitive data became of paramount importance.

One solution to protect user’s sensitive data from malware

is through Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) because it

ensures that data is stored, processed and protected within a

totally trusted environment that malware cannot tamper with.

TEE has been widely deployed in many smartphones and,

recently, it has been ported also on smartwatches. For example,

Samsung Gear S2 and S3 contain Knox which is a mobile

security platform that provides a trusted execution environment

based on the ARM TrustZone technology [1].

Unfortunately, the adoption of TEE comes with a secu-

rity drawback, namely the access to sensitive data stored

in the TrustZone is the weakest link for the security of

NFC transactions. This is due to the usage of PIN codes to

enable the access to sensitive information: such mechanism

is vulnerable to several attacks (e.g, side channel, phishing,

shoulder surfing and video recording attacks) and can be easily

bypassed [2]–[4]. Therefore, such mechanism is currently too

unreliable for security-sensitive operations (e.g, Payment using

Samsung pay, Apple pay and Android pay) on smartwatches.

The adoption of pattern locks as an alternative to PIN does

not provide stronger security guarantees [2], [5].

Although TEE offers a trusted user interface (UI) which

ensures that malware running on the device cannot steal data

displayed or typed on the screen, this is not sufficient to

prevent data leakage from other components of the device

that interact with the TEE (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope, and

orientation sensors), as they allow to carry out side channel

attacks [6]. Another security issue is that although the TEE

locks the screen whenever a trusted application wants to use

it, the user cannot understand which app is displaying the

PIN pad (i.e., if they are prompted by a trusted application

in the TEE or from a malware app in the untrusted part

of the OS that mimics the trusted one). This is due to the

fact that the screen is shared among all apps installed on

the smartwatch, independently from being hosted in the TEE

or not. Furthermore, the input of the user’s PIN code on

smartwatches generates usability concerns, as a smartwatch

screen is far smaller than a smartphone one. Thus, the design

of an authentication method for smartwatches requires to deal

with both security and usability concerns.

In this paper we put forward a novel idea for an authen-

tication mechanism (2GesturePIN) able to enhance both the

security and the usability of PIN input on smartwatches. The

novelty of 2GesturePIN is to leverage the rotating bezel or

crown of the smartwatch as a secure hardware (i.e., the bezel

or crown is controlled by the TEE) to input four-PIN digits

through solely two gestures. In this way, the user is not

required to tap on small-size touch screens. This does not

only improve the usability, but it also enhances the security of

the regular PIN code against shoulder surfing, video record-

ing, phishing and motion-based side channel attacks. Hence,

2GesturePIN could be used as an authentication mechanism

for security critical NFC-based operations on smartwatches.

A typical usage scenario would be using 2GesturePIN to

secure the access to an e-wallet that allows the user to open

her house, car and office doors as well as making payment in

store, paying parking and public transport tickets, just to cite
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Fig. 1. 2GesturePIN user interface.

a few. In such a scenario, the user has to authenticate to the

smartwatch and then she can perform any operation by simply

tapping her smartwatch on NFC devices, without the need to

carry multiple cards and keys or look for her smartphone in

her pocket each time she wants to perform a transaction. At

the same time, while a stolen card can be automatically used

by the thief to impersonate the user (e.g., access a building or

small-value payment), the stolen smartwatch cannot be used

unless the thief has the owner’s PIN as well.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In section II

we introduce 2GesturePIN and we describe two implementa-

tions on two different smartwatch platforms; in section III we

present related work; finally, section IV concludes this paper.

II. INTRODUCING 2GESTUREPIN

The 2GesturePIN authentication framework is a user-centric

security solution for smartwatch-based sensitive applications

such as payment and access control. 2GesturePIN leverages

smartwatches TEE security features and a novel authentication

mechanism in order to enhance i) the usability of the authen-

tication process and ii) the resiliency against a wide range of

security threats.

Differently from a traditional PIN-input interface that uses a

digital keypad, the 2GesturePIN UI consists of two concentric

wheels with ten equally sized sectors as shown in Figure 1.

The outer wheel contains numbers from 0 to 9 in a fixed order

while the inner wheel is numbered randomly from 0 to 9 at

each session and step. Furthermore, the inner wheel can rotate

according to a TEE dedicated hardware movement, e.g., the

movement of bezel or crown.

In order to authenticate, the user is required to rotate the

inner wheel so that the first digit of his PIN matches the second

one. In the same way, in the second step of the authentication

process, the user rotates again a new randomly-generated inner

wheel to match the third PIN digit with the fourth PIN digit.

This implies that, thanks to the 2GesturePIN authentication

method, the user is able to input his four-PIN digits with solely

two simple gestures (i.e., rotating the wheel through the bezel)

instead of typing it in small sized touch screen.

An example of authentication process using the 2Gesture-

PIN Framework is shown in Figure 2 in the hypothesis that

the user’s PIN code is 7340.

In the first gesture, the user uses the bezel to rotate the

first PIN digit (7) in the inner wheel in order to match the

second PIN digit (3) of the outer wheel. Then, 2GesturePIN

computes a second screen with a novel inner wheel with a

random arrangement of the numbers. In the second gesture,

the same process is repeated with the third and fourth PIN

digits, the user rotates the the number 4 to match number 0.

For this description, we selected the smartwatch bezel as

the dedicated hardware to exploit the trusted path to the

TEE. Furthermore the user has installed on his smartwatch an

application that requires the 2GesturePIN authentication mech-

anism. The application is composed by the Application UI (A)

that resides in the Rich Execution Environment and contains

the 2GesturePIN Library (AuthLib) and the corresponding

trusted part (TA), placed in the TEE, with the 2GesturePIN

Engine embedded inside (AuthEngine).

Once the user U taps on the application A icon, an authen-

tication request is sent to the AuthLib and then dispatched to

the AuthEngine.

At this point the AuthEngine computes the first random

sequence of the wheel’s numbers that will be used to retrieve

the first pair of digits of the user’s PIN. The sequence is then

sent to AuthLib that renders the interface, as showed in Figure

2, and displayed it to U.

Once the authentication screen is displayed, the user rotates

the bezel of the smartwatch in order to match the first pair

of digits of his PIN and confirms its choice with the side

button. After the confirmation, the Bezel driver, that resides in

the TEE, gets the rotation degree of the bezel and sends this

information to the AuthEngine.

The AuthEngine computes the second random sequence of

the wheel’s numbers necessary for the input of the second pair

of PIN digits. After the second interaction with the user, the

AuthEngine is able to check if the input provided matches the

User’s PIN.

At the end of the process, a notification - either success

or failure - is sent to the TA and to the user through the

smartwatch interface.

A. 2GesturePIN Implementation

One potential implementation of 2GesturePIN framework

is through SierraTEE [7] which provides an open source

implementation of TEE environment compatible with Global

Platform standards and ARM TrustZone. SierraTEE supports

multiple operating systems including any 64-bit platform

utilizing ARM Cortex-A53 processors which are used by

Samsung Gear S3 smartwatches. However, the actual presence

of the TEE that is required to make the solution secure is

meaningless from the usability point of view. Therefore, for

usability test purpose, we implemented the 2GesturePIN on

Tizen OS 2.3.2 as well as on Android Wear OS 2.0 with no

dependencies to the TEE.
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Fig. 2. 2GesturePIN authentication method.

Fig. 3. 2GesturePIN screenshots in Tizen emulator

We developed the applications using Tizen Studio 3.0 and

Android Studio 3.1 respectively. The test equipment consisted

of the Samsung Gear S3 Frontier LTE smartwatch from

Samsung, which is based on Tizen 2.3.2 and fitted out with

a hardware rotating bezel, a 360x360 pixels screen, a Dual-

core 1.0 GHz, 768MB RAM and 4GB internal memory. For

Android Wear, we used the LG Watch Style W270 smartwatch.

Released at the beginning of 2017, it runs Android wear 2.0

and it features a Quad-Core 1.1 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon

Wear 2100 CPU, with 512 MB of RAM and 4 GB of internal

memory and 360x360 pixels screen. Instead of the rotating

bezel, this smartwatch is equipped with a rotating crown on

the side.

As shown in the figure 3, the 2GesturePIN application has

two modes, namely training and test, where the first mode

allows participants to get familiar with the concept and the

latter may be used for usability tests, in which we record the

input time and the error rate on ten consecutive attempts. The

application menu features also a settings button where we can

update the PIN, along with other settings such as toggling the

colors use, this option displays different colors on the wheel

portions where each digit has always the same color.

III. RELATED WORK

Authentication on smartwatches is mainly used to set a

lock screen to prevent unauthorized access to the device, and

it is usually disabled by default. It is required, however, if

the user wants to take advantage of mobile payment systems

(e.g., Apple Pay, Google Pay or Samsung Pay) or controlling

access to critical services and infrastructures (e.g., smart

home Locker, smart cars locker, smart health services and

infrastructures) in order to further tighten security around these

systems. Although the known security and usability issues of

the regular PIN and Pattern lock on smartwatches [2], [8], they

are the predominant types of authentication mechanism today.

A. Behavioral-biometrics based authentication methods

This last motivated many researchers to take advantage of

smartwatches rich sensing capabilities to design behavioral-

biometrics based authentication methods as an alternative.

For instance, [9], [10] designed a motion-based authenti-

cation method able to authenticate a user by performing a

gestures with a wrist worn device or smartwatch, after building

the user’s behavioural profile by collecting data from device

sensors. A similar approach has been taken by SnapAuth [11],

where the authentication is performed by a finger-snapping

gesture. This system achieved 82.34% True Acceptance Rate

(TAR) at 34.12% False Accept Rate (FAR) using one-class

MLP as the classifier, on very limited training samples (i.e.,

15). Johnston and Weiss [12] studied the feasibility of using

smartwatches for gait-based biometrics. Their study shows that

gait is not sufficient to be used as a sole means of identification

of individuals; instead, it is seen as a potentially valuable

component in a multimodal biometric system. Authors have

also pointed out some limitations of their work: for instance,

users data were collected the same day, thus not representing

a real world scenario, and their preliminary works showed

that results degrade significantly when data are collected on

different days. A gait-based approach for continuous authen-

tication has been investigated by [13]. Authors pointed out

that gait recognition is highly efficient and recommended to
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authenticate users in a transparent and continuous manner.

Results are positive, however gait recognition and authen-

tication were performed only in a controlled environment,

thus results may differ in a real life scenario. None of these

studies discuss the case where the user is not recognized by

his walk or is not walking. A different approach has been

taken by [14]: TapMeIn let the user authenticate by tapping a

specific rhythm on the smartwatchs touchscreen. Results are

significantly promising, with an accuracy of 98.7%, however

tests were performed in a lab with a limited dataset, which

may favour the classification process. All works presented

above are related to a specific behavior of a human while

performing some tasks, such as hand movement, gait, and

rhythmic tapping, which may present some limitations [15].

For example, Multiple users may have the same hand waving

patterns. Wearing an outfit, such as a trench coat or a footwear,

may change a persons walking style and persons typing

behavior changes considerably throughout a day with different

states of mind such as excited, tired, etc. These limitations

related to human behavior nature among others might be the

main barriers to solely rely on a behavioral system.

B. Knowledge based authentication methods

Other researchers instead worked on increasing security

around the current authentication methods: PIN and pattern

lock. Research has focused on smartphones (e.g. [16]–[23]),

ATM (e.g. [24]–[27]) and recently smartwatches, where the

small screen size introduces usability concerns.

A novel PIN based authentication method is Personal Iden-

tification Chord (PIC) [28], where the user can enter ten

different inputs using only four big on-screen buttons. The

recall study shows that both PIN and PIC achieve high recall

rates and input accuracy, however the usability study shows

PIC as slightly slower and more error prone than PIN. Further-

more, PIC is not resilient to side-channel and shoulder-surfing

attacks. In [29], authors introduced a two factor authentica-

tion method, called Draw-a-PIN. To authenticate, the user is

required to draw his PIN digits sequentially on the touchscreen

instead of typing it. Beside the correctness of the PIN, Draw-

a-PIN uses the drawing behavior of the user as an additional

security layer. While Draw-a-PIN provides some advantages

with respect to shoulder-surfing resilience, the usability study

of its implementation on a smartwatch [8] showed that it is

not usable to unlock the smartwatch due to its high error

rate and long authentication time (i.e., Overall Average Error

rate 20.65%, Overall Average authentication time 7356 ms).

Analogous method to TapMeIn [14] is Beat-PIN [30], where

a PIN is represented by a sequence of beats recorded when

the user taps on the smartwatch touchscreen (i.e, a beat is

the time between the instance the user touches the screen and

the instance the user lifts his finger from the screen). However,

Beat-PIN does not use the user’s typing behavior and thus it is

less robust against shoulder surfing attack. Beat-PIN achieved

an Equal Error Rate of 7.2% with an authentication time of

1.7 seconds. A sensors-based authentication is given by [31].

The variations of the lights values read by the ambient light

sensor are used to build sequences representing particular User

Interface (UI) events, such as single-click, double-click, 1-

sec-hold, etc. These events are used to enter the PIN (e.g.,

a three events PIN could be single-click 1-sec-hold single-

click). Besides its vulnerability to brute force and side channel

attacks, this method is not usable because the input of solely

a three events long PIN requires approximately between 9 and

10 seconds. In addition, using the ambient light sensor for the

PIN input makes the input impossible in dark environment.

Similar to 2GesturePIN, VibraInput [32] and DialA [33]

utilize two concentric wheels with ten equally sized sectors

as a user interface for PIN authentication on smartphones.

However, in contrast to 2GesturePIN, the outer wheel in

DialA contains ten different letters and in VibraInput contains

four repetitive letters while, each letter represents a vibration

pattern. In addition to the four-PIN digits, the user has to

remember four vibrations pattern and their corresponding

letters. When the user touch the screen, the vibration starts

and the user has to remember the letter that correspond to this

vibration pattern in order to use it as an indicator to input

the PIN digit. The vibration stops as soon as the user left his

finger. Since the outer wheel contains multiple occurrences of

this indicator, another round is required to identify the PIN

digit. Thus, beside the overhead of memorizing an additional

secret, VibraInput requires eight gestures to input four PIN

digits. In DialA [33], the user has to use the letter that he

heard through an earphones as an indicator to input the four-

PIN digits. The rotation and commitment are conducted via

another small scroll wheel at the bottom of the smartphone

screen in order to prevent a direct input. However this method

is not suitable for smartwatches for two reasons. First because

the user is required to wear an earphones and connect it to

the smartwatch through bluetooth (i.e., if it is not connected)

which is impractical and take a long time. Second, because

using another small wheel is not suitable for small-size screen

such as smartwatches and rotating the wheel directly makes

the user susceptible to side channel, shoulder surfing and video

recording attacks. In addition, unlike 2GesturePIN, DialA

requires four gestures.

IV. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, wearable transactions are becoming very popular

due to the facilities provided by the NFC technology. However,

the authentication step is often considered as the weakest link

in the security of these transactions due to the increase of

security threats targeting it. This paper introduced a novel

PIN-based authentication method for smartwatches through

two bezel (or crown) rotation gestures. Our preliminary study

showed that the proposed scheme is resilient against brute

force, phishing attacks, side channel, shoulder surfing and

video-recording attacks. In future work, in order to have a

complete assessment of 2GesturePIN, we intend to provide a

formal threat model, to carry on a complete security analysis,

to provide a complete description of all the software compo-

nents needed to have a complete and secure implementation

framework and, finally, an analysis of the requirements of
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our framework for the Trusted Execution Environment. We

aim at building a robust solution which allow to be resilient

against any malware that could run on the smartwatch, as

we argue that it is rather hard today to recognize and isolate

malware activities on a smartwatch, also through non-standard

approaches [34], [35]. In general, we argue that assuming that

the smartwatch is untrusted, apart from the TEE part, is a

reasonable worst case scenario hypothesis for validating the

2GesturePIN approach.
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